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About This Game

Enjoy the overflow adorable, lovely cats via Steam!

Let's slide lovely cats in the crowd! They disappear when line up 3-same kinds of cats and the others get the crowded out of the
field!

It's the deceptive simplicity and how KAWAII (very sweet) new challenging puzzle!
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This game is compatible with the network ranking. Let's try to compete with the world users!

①An enjoyable, simple operation!
It's very easy!! You just touch and slide lovely cats. Anyone can play easily and rapidly.

‘Mew Mew Chamber’ is a peaceful cat puzzle and the more you play, the more fun you won't forget!

②The tutoring function and the Mission mode!
The tutoring function guides you how to play and grasp the techniques of the puzzle.

Also, there is the mission mode. 40 missions are waiting for your challenge!

③What the adorable cats!
We'd love you to look at the funny cats carefully in the game.

They are all free in their own way like yawning, looking around busily and so on.
Be?sure that you will find peace of mind in ‘Mew Mew Chamber’!!

Twitter @peakvox / @peakvox_en
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Title: peakvox Mew Mew Chamber for Steam
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
peakvox, O-TWO inc.
Publisher:
peakvox
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2016
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English,Japanese
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Cute & a great time killer when you want to zone out. :>

\u2661\u2661\u2661\u2661\u2661\u2661. Achievements: No broken achievements. Fairly easy to 100%, just takes some
practice--or a guide.

'peakvox Mew Mew Chamber for Steam' while interestingly named, is really just a cute little puzzle game, albeit a bit poorly
translated. Luckily, there's not much reading to be done. It's not a huge game, but it does not come at a huge price. The game
has two modes: a free mode where one can simply match falling kittens to their heart's content, and a mission mode where there
are set objectives with limited moves (i.e. clear all cats in one move).
This is not a terrible complicated game because it doesn't really need to be. It only needs to be adorable-- and it does this very
well. Recommended if you're interested in a short, sweet sliding match-3 (trozei-like?) game..
\uc544...\uadf8\ub807\uad6c\ub098
\uc774\ub7f0\uac8c\uc7ac\ubbf8\uad6c\ub098...\uccb4\ud06c...\uc774\uac83\ub3c4\uccb4\ud06c. Meow mew mew mew
meow!

Meow meow meow!

Mew mew mew MEW!

Meow mew meow mew meow mew!

Mew Mew 10\/10!
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